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ANNOTATION  

This article present productive ,modern and innovative methods of teaching, English in 

order to get learners more interested in learning the language in elementary grades. 
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INTRODUCTION 

After the independence of our country, the interest of young people in learning foreign 

languages increased,and many opportunities for language  learning  are created by our 

country. As our first president Islam Karimov ,said: "Currently, teaching foreign language 

is given great importance in our country.This is certainly not for nothing'' 

  Recently, the number of people of all ages learning English is increasing. This is because 

it is becoming more and more difficult to live without knowing English in the course of 

life.But language learning also depends on age. Scientists have even proven that children 

learn languages faster and easier than adults. The main reasons for this are the natural 

tendency of children to learn languages the fact that they have a strong ability to imitate, 

the fact that children have more time than adults,and they keep the learned information in 

their memory quickly.  

DISCUSSION  

As Masaru Ibuka,one of the Chinese investors, wrote in his famous book"After It's Too 

Late''  "...a child's brain can hold an infinite amount of information...''.It should also be 

noted that children of 6-7years old don't understand the meaning of information, but 

memorize it mechanically.Therefore, it is necessary not to start teaching the language  to 

elementary school students learning English with grammatical concepts. Otherwise, from 

the first step of teaching  a foreign language, it can tire the child and weaken his interest  

in learning English. Because, teaching a foreign language to elementary school students is 

difficult  and at the same time one of the responsible tasks. That's why the following 

innovative methods can be used to teach English language meaning fully and interestingly 

to elementary school students.  

•Remembering by sight It is known that young children remember  things they  see more 

than what they hear. Therefore, teaching new words by writing on object that are visible 

and commonly used in every day life and making sentences with the new words learned 

.For example, writing on a book,table,blackboard, pen,window,etc. 
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•Using songs and poems to sing words that are hard to understand or remember. Along 

with remembering new words ,the child's oral speech also develops. For example, it can be 

shown that children learn the English alphabet by singing rather than simply memorizing 

it. 

•Includes most of the competitive grammar  and vocabulary games . In this,children 

perform various tasks given by the teacher. As a result, competition will arise among 

students and their in learning the language will increase.After all,as Chinese thinkers say: 

,,All human interests arise though competition " 

•Mixed technique here  we can optionally combine different techniques. For example, 

children can play games,sing songs,draw pictures, show new words though various 

action.The advantage of the technique is adversity. A student in this is not limited by just 

one thing.  

•Learning through fun games. The role of teaching through various games in teaching 

English is incomparable. Playing various games during the lesson will increase  the 

enthusiasm for learning science in the classroom and encourage inactive students to 

participate better in the lessons. 

•,,Pantomime ".In this,teacher tells the student a word and the students will have to find 

the word and say it's English name. 

•Learning through sensory organs(tasting vegetables, fruits, food,holding various 

objects,smelling flowers).Before studying  this new method, it is necessary to quote the 

through of a practicing psychologist: ,,The pedagogue ,who wants something to be firmly 

fixed in the children's memory,should use as many of the child's sensory organs as 

possible :eyes,ears,sound organs,muscle sensation and should even try involve the senses 

of smell and taste in the process of remembering ''. 

CONCLUSION  

In conclusion, teaching language to elementary school students is not a chore, but rather 

fun games and innovative methods can serve as a foundation for their future learning.  

Therefore, the system of education  is also on its way while making it a tasks to educate a 

free-thinking, well-rounded ,mature person,we will be children in the future to be 

understand the ways of effective use of innovative technologies with the teacher we can 

contribute by exiting. 
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